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RECLINER & OTTOMAN

GLIDER
The new and improved Space recliner now features an even better comfort, with a slimmer arm and back
profile, and a height adjustable footstool (9 cm from min to max). With the Space recliner program the back
angle is adjustable with an unique gas-lift system to adapt to all comfort requirements. With all the built-in
functions in this recliner, you will experience an entirely different level of absolute comfort.

BENEFITS
“JUST RIGHT” HEADREST

Exclusive adjustment system that allows your head
and neck to rest in an infinite number of comfort
positions.

UNIQUE RECLINING-SYSTEM

The gas-lift based reclining system allows you to
effortlessly recline and change back angle as your
heart desires. You can also easily lock the
preferred back angle position.

ERGO-TILT

With Ergo-Tilt you get a subtle and soft rocking
motion that will enhance your comfort in any
position. In addition it will enable the reclining
angle to go even further back.

360° SWIVEL

With a very smooth 360 degree swivel mechanism
you can easily rotate the chair in either direction
while seated. Our swivel mechanism offers
effortless movement and unsurpassed stability.

Space 4100W

FREESTANDING FOOTSTOOL

Our footstool is ergonomically designed to provide
the best support and becomes an essential part in
providing unsurpassed comfort. It is angled for
enhanced leg support and better blood circulation.

COLD-CURE FOAM CUSHIONING

This space-age material encases the interior steel
frame and sinuous springs, allowing for
body-friendly curvatures to be covered with
glove-fitted leather or upholstery.

Space 4100

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

Chair and ottoman are available with different
bases. You also have a choice of leather and
micro-fiber upholstery. See your IMG dealer for the
many custom options.

WARRANTY

See warranty policy for more details.

360° Swivel
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Adjustable Headrest

Effortless Reclining

Freestanding Footstool
height adjustable

Ergo-Tilt

SPACE 4100

RECLINER & OTTOMAN

Adjustable Headrest support allows your head and neck
to rest in an infinite number of comfort positions.

An interior steel frame with sinuous springs is encased
in cold-cured foam cushions. These in turn are covered
with glove-fitted upholstery.

Back and lumbar support
through molded cold-cured foam.

The pneumatic based reclining system allows you to
effortlessly recline and change back angle position.
Ottoman cushion is
ergonomically sloped
for maximum leg comfort.
Height adjustable.

The rock-solid steel undercarriage provides long-term stability.

FUNCTIONS

360°

360° SWIVEL

EFFORTLESS RECLINING
MECHANISM

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

ERGO-TILT

ERGONOMICALLY SLOPED
OTTOMAN. ADJUSTABLE

BASE OPTIONS

B1
SLIMLINE POLISHED

B1
SLIMLINE POLISHED
& BRUSHED

B1
SLIMLINE BLACK

THREE SEAT HEIGHTS
*Options:
Low: -3cm
Standard
High: +3cm

B4
CLASSIC BLACK

B4
CLASSIC POLISHED

B2
POLISHED WOOD CAP

B3
BLACK WOOD CAP

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE FOOTSTOOL
(9 cm FROM MIN TO MAX)

SEAT DEPTH

TOTAL WIDTH

SEAT HEIGHT

SEAT HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

TOTAL HEIGHT

DIMENSIONS

TOTAL DEPTH

TOTAL WIDTH

CHAIR SIZE

TOTAL
WIDTH

TOTAL DEPTH

TOTAL
DEPTH

TOTAL
HEIGHT

SEAT
WIDTH

SEAT
HEIGHT

SEAT
DEPTH

50 cm / 19.6 in

45 cm / 17.7 in

51 cm / 20 in

Space 4100

84 cm / 33 in

84 cm / 33 in

109 cm / 42.9 in

Space 4100 Ottoman

51 cm / 20 in

44 cm / 17.3 in

45 cm / 17.7 in

* The dimensions are approximate and may vary with +/-2cm
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